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The shortest day has passed, winter is upon us and we are into the 2nd half of the calendar year.
For Jigsaw, the market is finally starting to surge forward and our numbers, although not as strong as they were pre
Covid-19, are certainly heading in the right direction, with permanent appointments finally exceeding contractor
demand, with 70% of demand being perm (inverse to 12 months ago). A large part of the demand is coming from
the logistics sector as a result of supply chain transformations caused by Covid-19 and Geopolitics. Ocean Freight is
a big concern for both non-complex distribution such as commodities (dry goods) and finished goods. In fact, ocean
freight is up over 500% which is another driver for ongoing inflation. Coupled with wage rises (to tempt people to
work) and a lack of credibility in the debt markets, it is possible for prices to double for retail consumers by
Christmas. The strategic importance of logistics has been a prediction of Jigsaw’s, and we have been advising many
of our candidates over the past 5 years to consider migrating into the field of logistics if they are keen to gain more
influence on strategic inputs to the business operations. Next month, Jigsaw will explore in more detail the forces
behind the rising cost of ocean freight and will attempt to look at strategy’s businesses are considering to counter it.
For procurement, there is still significant demand for procurement resources in both Professional Services,
Resources and FMCG. As M&A activity heats up, Jigsaw are still predicting strong demand or experienced supply
chain professionals who can both divest and integrate complex operations and contracts. These skill sets will
command a premium and will not be influenced by the same forces as more generic roles that drive BAU.
Candidate supply has been tight over the past 18 months as confidence in the economy has been low. As we hit the
June fiscal year end and with the announcement of the UK trade deal, candidate confidence is picking up and
passive candidates are now calling to make Jigsaw aware of their interest in the market. The talent short age has
resulted in remuneration inflation of about 10%, which Jigsaw predict will correct over time as more supply hits the
market. Our long-term view is remuneration will head backwards for most procurement activity. Roles that do not
require deep stakeholder engagement, and as a result, allow the technician to work from home will be at most risk.
Companies will eventually see the value in single role offshoring and will look to hire talented individuals based in
India, Vietnam and other emerging countries that can execute process and transactions at 60% less. For the more
customer focussed tactical roles, a surge of talent from the UK, enabled by limited governance will swing the
supply/demand dynamic back in favour of the employer, supressing wages yet increasing technical expectation for
mid and senior roles. This could be a challenging situation for Australian candidates, and it will be interesting to see
how the demand plays out. Local knowledge vs complexity of markets experience.
The topics Jigsaw will cover this month are Negotiation and Mineral Sands. We typically like to include 3 articles, but
our segment on negotiation is both long and detailed, so unfortunately (perhaps fortunately) we ran out of time
and are sure our readers would run out of interest.
As always, we hope you enjoy.

Negotiation
Procurement requires two things to lead a negotiation. The first is to be empowered with knowledge. The second is
to be given permission. Last month, Jigsaw detailed the issues with the current state of category management. To
summarise, Jigsaw indicated category management in Australia is an orderly way of executing tenders and contract
management, with the function still being highly reactive due to misappropriation of labour and lack of investment
in what matters (insights and engagement). If category management is unsophisticated then procurement's ability
to add value to negotiations is impeded. You will never build a strong roof if the supporting walls are weak.
When Jigsaw onboards a candidate, the candidate is typically tasked to complete our cloud-based case study.
Before starting it, the candidate is asked to nominate 3 core skills they believe is their most developed out of a
criteria of 10 options. The options include stakeholder management, negotiation, supplier management, analytics,
risk, supply chain and contract formation etc. The most common skill selected after stakeholder management is
negotiation. This is both predictable and understandable.
Jigsaw then proceed to meet with the candidate. In this meeting the consultant asks the candidate to talk through
achievements and articulate where value was created. The value is usually a saving, which is again predictable.
Although a saving can be a benefit, it should be a by-product of value, not the value itself.

Value is what you receive, the price is what you pay. Aside from this misalignment of value, we then ask the
candidate “what makes a good negotiator?” as it was a perceived skill which they s elected.
The typical responses are outlined below:
1.

Knowing your wanted outcomes

2.

Bench Marking

3.

Planning and Preparation

No doubt, all the above points have relevance. It is key to know what you want to attain from a deal, it is useful to
benchmark, especially if knowledge is limited in the service or product and planning is always necessary. The issue
with these techniques is they would be articulated by many people who are not in the profession of procurement.
They are somewhat logical. Regular readers of our content will know Jigsaw believe that procurement is more of a
skill than a function, which makes creating a function around the skill challenging. In fact, if Jigsaw asked many
businesspeople outside of procurement to nominate a range of skills they excel in, with negotiation included in the
options, we are confident it would be a key selection.
So, what makes a good negotiator? How can a higher percentage of procurement professionals develop this skill to
create value to their customers?
Before getting into this detail, it makes sense to take a step back and re-build those weak walls. The weak walls in
this instance are category management and its misdirected execution. If you are a category manager and your day
to day is taken up with conflict resolution, running tenders and developing contracts, that is not positioning you to
successfully negotiate anything.
Category management should be removed from the administrative mechanics of procurement process, systems and
internal policy that often places procurement in a policing role that is centrally governed.
Jigsaw’s evaluation from years of seeing procurement implemented across all businesses and recording the
outcomes over time has led us to believe category managers should be meeting suppliers (present and future),
researching the economy, geopolitics and markets that relate to the business they are in. Category Management
should be pro-active. Research enables the category manager to have deep knowledge of external supplier value
chains, strategies, cost to serves, threats and innovations, movements that can be exploited by the stakeholder
requiring the value. This information then needs to be presented clearly to enable the stakeholders to build a
strategy. If credibility and confidence is built, procurement may lead complex negotiations, having embryonic
engagement in deal creation.
The connection between category management and negotiation is clear. If procurement is head down in admin, the
value procurement can bring to a negotiation is limited. It is a key reason why internal stakeholder’s often do the
deal prior to procurements engagement. The cold hard truth is, they often have deeper knowledge of the moving
parts, they may not have a defined process, but their subject knowledge manages to capture the value they believe
they need from a deal.
Jigsaw will cover several techniques and tools that can enable most procurement professionals to create better
outcomes in a negotiation if they are so empowered by the business to put in the time. There are many articles that
cover negotiation. A simple google search will quickly bring up lists upon lists of techniques and approaches. These
include rubbish like “think positive” and “Listen” to “never use absolute language” and “Do not negotiate”. These
fluffy or old school, hard approaches can have merit in simple transactions, but do not work when complexities like
critical demand, supply shortages, zero leverage etc come into play coupled with multiple stakeholders to satisfy in
a single deal. The reality of any negotiation, no matter who is leading it and what it is for is simple. If leverage is
equal, whoever is prepared to walk away and wear the cost has the power. This technique is used often in
procurement circles yet not so directly as face to face. It is typically done with a document outlining terms to
engage or nothing.
What Jigsaw aim to achieve in this article is a more sophisticated approach to negotiation, one which does not
depend on individual emotions and personality traits. Even though they matter, these are traits most people cannot
pivot to. You are who you are. A Retriever cannot become a Pitbull through a set of courses and pep talks. A Pitbull
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approach is a one trick pony that only succeeds in unique circumstances with weak counter parties who have little
leverage. We want to attempt to outline an approach that is by no means perfect, but demonstrates a method that
relies more on information, facts, and engagement. A method more than a madness that can achieve outcomes
when the counter party is not weak and has leverage, as is more often the case in critical, high value deals.
The key message from this article? What is most important in a negotiation strategy is understanding what counts,
not winning a negotiation on what does not count. Many times, people walk away with the treasure chest and not
the treasure. They never opened the box to assess the true value of what is inside and as a result the value was left
behind.

Activity-Based Costing
Benchmarking has a place, but this knowledge should be accumulated as a by-product of executing category
management. As suppliers and future suppliers are met with, as operations are witnessed, key stakeholders
interviewed and business intentions understood, a natural knowledge will build within procurement. Key
knowledge that should be pro-active in procurement is understanding how businesses in the supplier matrix and
their own business that employs them attributes costs and margins throughout their supply chains. To achieve this,
ABC is a critical tool.
It is a costing method that identifies a business’ operations and costs associated with them. The costing model is
powerful, as it attributes both operating and direct costs (covers how activity relates to a business’ gross margin and
operating profit) enabling a sophisticated buyer to understand where the value is created for the supplier. This
knowledge can open opportunities for better deal creation, as the buyer can make informed decisions on goods,
materials and services being positioned by the seller, enabling an ability to sync price, cost and value. When
knowledge between buyer and seller is symmetrical, both parties can create a win/win outcome. As true symmetry
can rarely be achieved, the games real outcome is win/perceived win. This is why all deals need a number of values
attached to them, so the win/perceived win is shared. If the value is singular, problems occur.
The game of negotiation is ensuring you are on the win side for the values that matter, and the perceived winner is
not losing to such an extent that cost and loss is realised, and relationships are burnt. The lead negotiator should
have deeper knowledge of the seller's business than the seller.
The sales lead is often the face of the deal and the solution. The seller's advantage is often in the simplicity of where
their value lies in the deal. A seller's value is typically in the price of the deal coupled with a lower/none stake in the
long-term outcome. This true value is often hidden in complex benefits and extras to hide the true margins realised.
Therefore, many times goods are thrown into deals, it bamboozles the buyer and makes real cost/margin allocation
challenging. ABC is a tool to empower the buyer to unravel the complexity of hidden margin. Often the seller is not
tasked with delivering the solution itself.
This fragmentation is where cost can be incurred to the buyer and the supplier. On the buy side, the stakeholder
value is conditional on what is being received. As the seller understandably values price and margin, they often do
not understand or care how price impacts margin. It is common for a business to lose money on a sale whilst at the
same time, the seller of the deal gets full commission and skips away. This problem has been so bad across many
sectors of business that it was solved with focussed bid teams to enable sellers to understand cost to serve, in turn
preventing losses. It is also fair to mention the same dynamic can happen on the buy side. The deal is created, and
the paper value is signed off. The buyer gets paid a bonus on savings stamped and leaves the business early in the
contract cycle to take on a new challenge, boasting to anybody who will listen what a sharp negotiator they are,
while the business is left picking up the cost.
Procurement professionals who value price often create terrible deals as they are negotiating under the same
values as the seller. If the seller and buyer place the same weight on the same value, the stakeholder, and
businesses on both sides of the deal lose. This is a key reason why direct and critical portfolios should not report
under a price focussed CFO. The CFO’s value re price is often aligned too broadly across the entire procurement
spend, potentially leading to deals in critical portfolios that misalign true value. Cost reduction because of

discounted pricing is important and has value on the buy side, it just has to be allocated to the right portfolios that
have a consumption only value.

Diagram 1 – Example of Activity-Based Costing

Understanding Assets
For procurement, understanding assets and whether they are current, non-current, physical, operating, or nonoperating is very important. There are many types of assets that include current assets, fixed assets, tangible assets,
intangible assets, operating assets, and non-operating assets. An asset can belong to multiple definitions. Current
Assets are assets that will be converted into cash within a 12-month timeline.
Accounts receivables and inventory are typical examples of current assets. Non-current Assets (Fixed Assets) are
longer term. They are capitalised (depreciated over time) with the business not intending to liquefy them soon (12
months). Examples of this would be property and manufacturing equipment. Intangible Assets include patents,
research and development and good will. Assets and their clarification are critical to ensure business risk and
solvency is being correctly accounted for. In pure accounting terms, assets on the balance sheet are labelled Current
and Fixed.

For procurement, the value a business places on its broad spectrum of assets and expenses enables appropriate
engagement, management, and negotiation strategies to be applied across the 3rd parties. If we assume an asset
can generate cashflow if Fixed or Current, which is an asset, then real costs are synced to operational expenses that
reduce the value of assets. Although from an accounting logic this holds true, procurement must be careful not to
take such a black and white view of assets and expenses. Many expenses and entities that surround the business
are assets even if they do not identify as one in pure accounting terms. Strategic and highly skilled labour for
instance is an asset, even though it would sit on the P&L. A company's suppliers, which are not directly recorded on
a P&L or Balance Sheet can also be assets, if they are integrated into the business operations and have a joint
benefit to strategic success.

Table 1 – A breakdown of Assets

Understanding Value, Price, Cost and Margin
Understanding the difference between value, cost and price is critical to negotiate deals that capture outcomes. The
deeper the knowledge base of a product or service, the deeper the understanding of the market, varying
operations, how they compete, future strategies, fiscals, management team’s experience etc the more procurement
can offer value to stakeholders in a negotiation. Procurement professionals often mistake value with price and
forget to accurately assess cost. As Jigsaw indicated earlier in this article, when buying a good or a service, the value
is what you receive, not the price you pay. There is a relationship between value and price, but it is not easy to
distinguish. Get this relationship wrong and both price and perceived value can result in cost, which is the worstcase scenario.
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In the dynamic between two businesses where a buyer and seller are attempting to strike a deal, cost is the one
thing both want to avoid. Cost is the expense of doing business, yet many procurement professionals believe cost is
a benefit achieved via price, not what you receive. You pay the price, you reap the cost, especially if the deal is poor.
This is not a play on words. How we qualify a business, product or facet via language is very important. It typically
dictates decisions and behaviours. For instance, Jigsaw always identified its core business offering as an IP Supply
Chain, not a people business like many of our competitors (real and perceived). This categorisation and deep
understanding communicated down to our employees enabled Jigsaw to develop a business strategy and operating
model that was unique and hard to replicate (or pivot into). Many times, a business loses sight of its core value
proposition because it has identified (labelled) its operation incorrectly. Once this mislabelling is recalibrated, the
business often starts to turn itself around, change its investments and operations to sync with refreshed values.
Value is not the price of something, or the cost saving achieved. Value is an asset. An asset is what you receive that
has tangible or intangible benefits. In business, Value = ROI (Return on Investment) either in the present or future.
Price is what you pay, but there is a closer relationship between value and cost. Using price as a primary lever to
negotiate is a path to encountering cost and losing value. Cost by default means no ROI was created and only an
expense was realised.
Jigsaw know that many will be thinking Savings result in cash and cash as previously outlined in this very article, is a
current asset which the business can use to create more value, be it in fixed assets, operating assets or intangible
assets etc. The point is valid, yet this cash realisation at the back of a deal when negotiating deals that drive front
end revenue is marginal compared to the sustained cash generated over time by assets that generate non-capped
cashflow. It is the very reason why expenses that are for only internal consumption should be aligned to a price
driven stakeholder such as the CFO. If the expense is pure cost and not synced to revenues, then using price as a
value to reduce cost and create an asset which is cash is a great outcome.
Problems arise when both the buyer and seller value price in the wrong portfolios. It leaves little room for value
creation in the deal. The value attached to price should only serve the seller. Procurement being bonused on
savings places a misaligned value to price on the buy side. There is no longer a win/perceived win, only a win/lose
outcome, that is transparent to both parties. The buyer, (if supply/demand dynamics are equal) is stronger than the
seller, as it is the buyer that has more skin in the trade, as they are receiving, so the seller typically yields to the
lower price. The result is a cost to both buyer and seller and more broadly both businesses. The supplier now has
future cashflow risk, struggles to deliver the solution the seller agreed to and no profit is realised The buyer gets an
academic win, but the business has now engaged a demotivated supplier to provide a solution that is underfunded.
The solution is compromised. The buying business fails to exploit the market opportunity and does not realise
projected revenues. The only outcome created beyond the paper contract is lose/lose.
A negotiation for critical portfolios should account for total equity value of a deal (assets – liabilities) to create value
to all stakeholders. For a negotiation to be successful a logical breakdown of price, value, and risks (cost) is
essential.
A crude example of deal equity could look like below Deal Value = (Net Price of Material/Product/Service + NPV of Forecasted Revenue Contribution + Cost) – (Gross
Price of Material/Product/Service + Cost)
(NP $10 + NPV$20 + C$30) – (GP $15 + C$30) = $15
If a critical deal is too focussed on price the deal is only perceived win.
Projected Outcome (NP$10 + NPV$20 + C$30) – (GP$12) +C$30) = $18 (Contract Promise) Vs Operational
Outcome (NP$10 + NPV$0 + C$30) – (GP$12) + C$30) = $(2)
Malinvestment is common in both private and public sector organisations. To ensure greater outcomes re the
negotiation process, ABC costing is a key capability that can greatly assist both the buyer and the seller.

The below diagram demonstrates how people buy. The red parallel lines is our instinctive behaviour, especially
when detailed knowledge of actions behind a price are not present. The blue triangle is how price, value and cost
truly interplay together, yet this understanding and confidence can only be achieved through symmetrical
knowledge.

Diagram 2 – How People Buy

Negotiation Strategy
Jigsaw thought it would help our readers to look at a synthetic example of how these negotiation concepts string
together to create value. In Jigsaw, we understand procurement and recruitment, so it would make sense we use
this knowledge and put together a negotiation strategy for in-direct, critical labour. It is important to make clear,
Jigsaw are not pushing a recruitment agenda or attempting to sell anything. We hate that crap and there is far too
much of it already circulating. The example is simply to demonstrate how a negotiation could be structured with
concepts that could be leveraged across any portfolio.
(Reference Diagram 3)
We have an experienced category lead who leads in-direct/critical labour. The employer is Company P, they are a
manufacturing business. The market has 4 companies who compete with Company P labelled 1,2,3,4. The category
lead is empowered. They are not involved in transactional duties. The category lead has been pulled in by the
stakeholders in Company P to lead a negotiation strategy. Company P’s strategy is to be the number two business in
Australia within 5 years by leveraging a range of new products into new markets. The board have identified direct
talent (impacts revenue growth) as critical to achieving strategic intent. The critical labour identified encompass
roles that enable business growth re product innovation, sales, and marketing. Talent in R&D, NPD, Sales, Marketing
and Logistics have been identified as essential skills. There are 3 suppliers of talent in the market in which the
category lead has been meeting and evaluating over the past two years pro-actively (pre demand). The 3 suppliers
A, B and C all service the required markets and are the top 3 firms in the space for varying reasons.
We pick up on this process as the category lead is about to structure a negotiation strategy to fulfil a labour strategy
jointly devised with the COO, who is the core sponsor of this strategy.
Zooming Out – The Marketplace
In Diagram 3 below, the landscape portrays a complex ecosystem of companies, customers, suppliers, sellers ,
stakeholders, and assets. Zooming out is critical so all the market components are fully understood. Unless you
know how the marketplace connects, it is impossible to know what your negotiation strategy needs to capture to be
successful. Jigsaw would have liked to incorporate the suppliers who service the competing businesses and
Company P, but we felt it was complex enough already.
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Diagram 3 – Zooming Out – The Marketplace

Market Considerations
•

Companies 1,2,3 & 4 = Competing businesses to Company P. These companies also compete for supply
(talent) with recruitment firms A, B and C – IMPORTANT – All these companies are direct competitors to
Company P

•

Market Place – Candidates in the market that are Passive, Active and Available. This pool of talent
incorporates talent across entire market including active, passive talent in 1,2,3, 4 and Company P.
IMPORTANT – Only 10% of the talent pool is desirable to all Companies.

•

Suppliers – Recruitment firms offering solutions to Company P and 1,2, 3 and 4. All these recruitment firms
are selling their database, broad based networks, advertising campaigns, platforms, recruiters. IMPORTANT
– Supplier A, B and C differ greatly in how they operate.

•

Sellers – The sellers are the bid management team within each recruitment firm or the owner of the firm.
IMPORTANT - In Supplier A, the recruiters are key stakeholders in the decision-making process. In B & C
Individual recruiters are not a stakeholder of the decision or solution.

•

Buyer – Portfolio Lead for Labour Services Company P

Economic Considerations
•

Interest rates are low and have been declining for the past 40 years. The Bond market has peaked
(bubbled). 40 Year trend of consumer deflation. An inflation cycle is likely.

•

Monetary policy is not an option due to global debt. Greater dependence on fiscal policy (money printing
and stimulus, tax, and capital controls)

•

Covid-19 has impacted travel.

•

Australian dollar could lose value if commodity trade with China continues to be impacted (Iron Ore) and
credit creation continues

•

Overseas talent flows are zero resulting in high competition for domestic skills.

•

With interest rates so low, inflation looming and assets at all-time highs, the liability/asset dynamic is
inverse. In many instances, the debt is the asset/ the asset is the liability.

Suppliers
The 3 suppliers on the radar to assist the category plan are A, B and C. All 3 suppliers can service Company A with its
requirements to meet and appoint talent in the local market that is defined as critical appointments to achieve the
5-year milestone. The businesses differ in size, operating profit, cashflow etc and have different strategies and
operational models. After two years of market evaluation and utilising both activity-based costing and asset
identification, the category lead in Company A has the following facts to present to stakeholders in the business
Company P pre negotiation.
Supplier A
Has the most robust business model. Focus has been placed on developing assets that can create value outside of
direct recruiter talent. These assets include mandated processes to achieve high service levels to both client and
candidate, unique patented technology to engage customers, a mature and well-maintained data base and high
touch training programme for the recruitment team. Supplier A has a strategy that is in sync with Company A (To
Grow), has no debt and deep liquidity as retained earnings are $6m. This ensures the business can retain talent
should market conditions become turbulent and has no debt to service should interest rates rise beyond the control
of the central bank. The recruiters are paid on performance with remuneration packages that ensure client
fulfillment needs to occur to hit six figure packages. This ensures not just the business owners of Supplier A is
aligned to Company P, but the recruitment team are too. On interview, the recruiters supported a heavy variable
component to earnings, felt the business assets and training empowered their ability to earn commiss ion, and this
was supported by the fact that Supplier A services competing businesses 1,2,3 and 4 with average billings being over
$500k per annum. Deals structured with Supplier A were not mandated to be worked on, the recruitment team
could reject clients if terms were not satisfactory.
Supplier B
Supplier B is the largest of the 3 recruitment firms with a turnover of $100m, yet it has incurred the most debt
($25m) and has the lowest ROA, highest opex costs and negative equity. The business owners recog nise the risks
and are transitioning from a strategy of aggressive growth to improving the equity/asset ratio and debt to equity
ratio. As gross margin is at 12%, it is likely its contractor margins are too low and with operating profit at 1%,
Supplier B is not optimum in managing operational expenditure. Key issue is the business is carrying too many nonperformers who are either operating at breakeven or a loss with the average billings being distorted by 30% of high
performers. Fixed remuneration for the recruitment team is too high, resulting in non-performers being sticky with
weak management not implementing sufficient performance management models to move them on. This is evident
in the average tenure being 5 years. Supplier B has 50% revenue with the market leading competitor to Company A
which is Company 4. This lack of customer diversity has made it tricky to pull a key lever which is margin
improvement as Company 4 has threatened to use a different provider should terms change. The recruiters are a lso
conditioned via this dependant revenue stream to not pitch for new business and diversify revenue streams to
increase Supplier B’s leverage with Company 4. If interest rates were to rise, Company B will struggle to service its
debt obligations and with its negative free cashflow would have to rely on increasing the debt obligation or
drastically lay off a large portion of its employees. If the business can make the hard call and rip out unwanted
costs, the inflation dynamic will land in its favour as the debt will devalue in real terms as inflation escalates.
Supplier C
The smallest business of the offerings with a small turnover of only $5m and a new entrant to the market with only
a 2-year operating history. Its owners have a combined industry exposure of over 20 years and are well known by
the market participants. Like supplier A they are a solid business with good financials boasting the highest operating
margin at 40% and no debt. The business has the smallest workforce with an average of 6 recruiters at any one time
working for very high fixed income synced with very strong performance.
Bonus is discretionary and is on condition of the business exceeding its operating expenses of circa 25%. Average
annual billings are over $800k supported by Supplier C having the most experienced recruiters with the strongest
networks. Risks associated with Supplier C include its immaturity as a business with key criteria like sustainable
culture not being properly tested in conjunction with the firm being heavily dependent on its super star recruiters
who are small in numbers. There is simply too much revenue split across a small volume of intangible assets which
signals if they lose an asset, the business could lose $800k in turnover. The strategy to service the flexible labour
force (interim and contractors) will drastically change the fiscal performance of the business, with only $250k of
retained earnings, the business will have to secure finance to support this drain on cashflow or re-model its cost
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base. As inflation could run hot, debt would be an asset if the business can generate enough surplus cashflow to
service it. The strategy to sell within the next 3 – 5 years is also a concern re the authentic nature of how the growth
occurs and how it impacts customers. Supplier C does not service any of 1,2,3, 4, or Company P currently.

Diagram 4 – Supplier A, B & C

Recruiter Model =
Base + Super + Commission (25%)
with billing threshold = (3 x Base +
Super)
Typical Example =
Fixed $90k inc Super.
Threshold $270k per annum –
Target Billings $500k
Achievable Commission
($230k x 25%) = $57.5k – Total
Target Package - $147.5k per
annum
Key Observations of Supplier A
•
Market share growth is more
important
•
Diverse assets brand
presence – database –
trained recruiters – process
and systems performancebased pay
•
Average billing per recruiter
is well above market average
at $650k
•
No debt and strong current
assets

Recruiter Model =
Base + Super + Commission (40%)
with billing threshold = (4 x Base +
Super)
Typical Example =
Fixed $120k inc Super. Threshold
$480k per annum – no target
billings
Achievable Commission
($500k billings) = $8k – total target
package - $128k per annum

Recruiter Model =
Base + Super + Discretionary
Commission (Based on operating
profit per quarter)
Typical Example =
Fixed $150k inc Super. Bonus
typical paid to staff over 40%
operating profit per quarter
Achievable Commission
Based on annual billing of $833k =
total package $316k per annum

Key Observations of Supplier B
•
Strategy could create
volatility
•
Key assets is top performing
recruiters 70% of the
business revenue is
generated by 30% of the top
performers
•
Average billings are $350k
per annum
•
Average tenure of employee
is 5 years
•
Business heavily reliant on a
few customers with 50%
revenue coming from
Company D

Key Observations of Supplier C
•
Owners of the business are
keen to release ROI
•
Business is new and only
founded two year ago
•
Recruiters are the most
talented and networked in
the marketplace resulting in
high opex costs allocated to
labour
•
Strong performance re Gross
margin and operating margin
are a result of low direct
costs (No Contractors)
•
Future strategy will place
more strain on operating
cashflows

Supplier Considerations
•

Recruitment firms A, B and C cannot guarantee delivery of the core value to the business stakeholders,
which is to deliver quality talent 100% of the time.

•

Administration, price, and compliance take too much priority in previous deals. All KPI’s and SLA’s were
void of value due to poor performance of core requirement = Skilled talent to drive business performance

•

Of the Suppliers (A) fills 30% of the opportunities registered (70% waste). This compares with 15% for firm
(b) and 20% for firm (C)

•

Procurement understands that firm (A) supplies talent to all direct competitors of the primary

•

Procurement understands the true assets for delivery are the firms Brand, Database, Quality Controls
(Vetting) and Recruiters who do the work in addition to the quality stakeholders within the primary.

Recruiters (Cost to Serve)
A recruitment transaction does not happen in a vacuum. The operational reality is far more complex.
Any business that wants to be successful and make a profit must factor in many operational variables that consider
demand for your service/product, cost, target revenues, waste, and sustainable margins.
The category lead broke down how job volume, remuneration package, engagement and terms impact the key
intangible assets delivering the outcome of the deal. This evaluation is a critical step in the negotiation strategy. It
will drive many of the requests we see later in the case study. The evaluation is generic, but we can assume this
model has been used to understand how price on contract impacts recruiter earnings across Suppliers A, B and C.
The model assessed how the value of price impacts intangible assets with the price being based at 10% Terms per
transaction to the supplier. The recruiter in the example managed a network of 1000 professionals and filled 33% of
roles (Waste 67%).

Diagram 5 – Total Cost to Service the Market Per Quarter at 10% TOB

In Diagram 5, the total cost to service roles managed by Recruiter X in the quarter is $63,784.38.
A total of 12 roles have been managed and 8 of them did not result in a placement fee.
The total cost on waste is $36,722.72.
The total cost to serve 1 role successfully is $6,765.34.
Operating profit per role is $2,553.90.
There is no profit realised for the roles lost, but the same $4,590.34 cost per role is accumulated. This lost profit
must be incorporated in the 4 roles that were successfully filled.
The issue with the above model in Diagram 5 is Recruiter X has not achieved their target earnings.
Recruiter X annual earnings have dropped from $210k to $125k. This would result in recruiter X leaving the
recruitment firm to find a business that has stronger terms to enable them to make their required earning potential
or leave the industry entirely.
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Competition – Companies 1,2,3 and 4
The Category team who service the internal stakeholders of Company A have tracked competing businesses over
the past 3 years in detail. Information on the businesses has come from public records (Floated Companies 2,3,4)
and Market Intel. Intel sources include ex-employees of the businesses themselves and from the downstream
suppliers, Company 4 is the market leader in both value and market share. It is the most mature operation with a
30-year history. Company 4 services 3 core markets regionally that have little synergy. Over the past 5 years,
management have focussed on one P&L re investment which is not the market they lead, which is the target sector
for Company P. This has left them complacent and reactive being reliant on the quality of their products and not the
pro-active innovations to meet ongoing customer demands. This fact has not gone unnoticed by the COO of
Company P who gathered this intel from the category team.
Company 3 is biting at the heels of Company 4 for this market. A smaller business with a broader suite of markets,
Company 3’s core focus, like that of Company P is to increase its market share. Unlike Company C, it is keen to fast
track this growth via acquisition. It has struggled over the years with product quality and has realised to improve
this operational liability it would either need to hire talent from overseas and re-capitalise its entire R&D and NPD
plant. As Covid-19 Policy has crippled this approach, Company 3’s biggest advantage is its pro-active and fleet
footed management team who are quick to exploit market opportunities such as the family who own Company 1
now seeking an exit and who’s operations compliment the operational weakness of Company 3.
Company 1 is a family-owned enterprise who have a 5% market share and is the smallest operation with a
significant customer base. The business has struggled to attract and retain talent over the years due to family
politics and questionable business arrangements. The key to them retaining market share is the unique R&D plant,
patents and product range, which customers love as they are superior to any other offering from 2,3 or 4. The
parents who founded the business are now seeking to retire and have made the tough decision to sell the business
as the downstream family members are not experienced enough to take the business forward.
Company 2 is a global player and has little focus in the region with most of their investment and focus being in
larger markets and across nonrelated products. Their brand power and scale enable them to take a 15% market
share with their limited product range which is primarily driven by price and service the lower spectrum of the
customer base. Company 3 investigated acquiring the regional operation to gain this 15% some years back but
when due diligence was carried out, the price benefits could not be realised when removed from the leverage and
scale benefits that Company 2 generate with their footprint.

Diagram 6 – Competition – Companies 1,2,3 & 4

Stakeholder Engagement Phase (See Diagram 7)

A successful negotiation starts with understanding the stakeholders and assets that impact not just the deal but the
solution. Cost is realised when there is a lack of understanding re which assets are influencing the outcomes. Too
much emphasis is often placed on the direct negotiation (seller of the solution and the internal stakeholders needs).
Although important, they are only a small part of the negotiation.
Jigsaw have outlined in the below diagrams how stakeholder value is interpreted to strike a successful deal. Each
contributor has a different input, output, and desired outcome that a solution needs to consider.
Here, Jigsaw have demonstrated a generic example that does not focus on any specific criteria of A, B or C.
The key consideration is that value is subjective, and a broader combination of stakeholders need to be
considered.

Diagram 7 – Stakeholder Value

Outcome Identification
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Stakeholder Strategy – Negotiations Pre-Deal
Procurement's skill is meeting, understanding, empathising, and driving an assertive set of outcomes that meet as
many of the critical elements the as deal as possible. Understanding what elements of the supply activity can be
controlled to capture value is essential to avoid paper promises. Only when this is realised can procurement
understand critical elements that cannot be captured in a deal and take actions accordingly. From here innovation
can happen enabling a greater chance of outcomes being delivered to create value and avoid cost. Not all
stakeholders can be fulfilled entirely but focus must be placed on the desired outcomes that align to the key value
creation of a strategy. This is a key reason true category management cannot have too many masters. You end up
with a camel when a horse was the intent. Too much emphasis is often placed on the direct negotiations. To
empower an outcome in direct negotiation you must step away and take part in broader in-direct negotiations. A
failure to do this can lead to further cost and dissatisfaction across the entire stakeholder group
Recruiters. Any successful negotiation must involve the most critical stakeholder to the delivery which is the
recruiters. They have two roles in the deal equation. They are both stakeholders who have skin in the deal and are
one of the key assets that influence the outcome. Analysis has to be taken on who were the top performers in each
business, what made them successful, what were their drivers, what did they value, what were their frustrations,
how did they measure success, which agencies were competition, how were they paid etc. No recruitment company
owns these intangible assets and if the business deals are not favourable, they can leave the business that has been
awarded the contract for engagement ensuring the only thing that gets delivered is compliance, reporting and data
capture coupled with opportunity loss (cost) and increased cost of suppliers outside of the initial strategy plan.
The Owner of a Recruitment business could value top line growth over profit, or market share growth over profit,
being prepared to pressure competitors at a loss in the near term. If funded by investors or other types of debt, this
is a common strategy. Typically, the owner of a business will see value in top line growth, increased market share
and volume of overall transactions over pure price of transaction, as it can add more value to the overarching
strategy. There is also an advantage to recruitment businesses engineering deals that allow multiple transactions to
flow through the business which are spread across multiple recruiters, this enables increased turnover and
expansion of headcount and minimal commission based outlay (variable opex) as volume is spread thinly across the
labour force. This is a different agenda to a pure Seller who is income based (does not own equity). A pure seller of
the deal will be focussed on price and margin.
Human Resources. What is the difference between Human Resources and Recruitment? Often these two labels get
put in the same bucket with recruitment being a downstream skill under the umbrella label of HR. In Jigsaw’s view,
this is the cause of many issues relating to failures of successful recruitment strategies. The talent managers in
Jigsaw are well trained in many skills that relate to the supply, demand, and management of talent, yet nobody
within the Jigsaw business would have a clue about human resources. Human resources are the management of
employees within the business, once they have been appointed catering to performance, rights, benefits, training
etc. Recruitment and Talent Management (Again two separate skills) focus on the resources outside of the business
with focus on attraction, vetting and demand creation.

Structuring the Deal
Jigsaw have identified many of the moving parts that should be considered when putting in place a Category Plan
that will set up the strategic negotiation to drive holistic value across the value chain. Without getting into too much
detail on the category strategy, the high-level plan is to focus on building 80% internal capability within 5 years for
all critical roles that drive innovation and revenue growth within the business. This will complement other strategies
across other portfolios to enable Company P to achieve number two status in Australia re market share, and market
value. The short-term strategy to enable this is to partner only with recruitment firms that have multiple assets that
can de-risk supply volatility re volume and quality. Recruitment of roles that are qualified as pure cost (the skills do
not create revenue value) will have a separate approach that is irrelevant to this with the CFO as core sponsor.
Before zooming back and driving the core negotiation we must consider procurements necessary steps of zooming
out and understanding the market and all the factors that need to be considered to add value. Market depth was a
sunk investment effort of procurement, executed pro-actively over the course of the prior 24 months so that value
could be truly offered to the internal stakeholders. As a result, it was the stakeholders who pulled the procurement

lead into this process to drive the entire negotiation. No other player in Company P understands the supplier base,
economy, competing businesses and the needs of all internal customers like the procurement lead.
In the real world there are too many elements to highlight re deal points across stakeholder group and value chain.
Jigsaw will attempt to capture some important considerations to highlight key points of value creation through
negotiation. The deal was reverse engineered from the strategic goals of the business to achieve market 2nd
positioning in a 5-year timeline.
As a result, we will articulate the key deal points from Value and work backwards to competition.

Diagram 8 – Structuring the Deal

Value Capture in the Deal
The negotiation factored in how key talent, once appointed, and retained can drive projects that create business
growth by creating new products to serve new markets whilst increasing growth in existing revenue streams. As a
result, it was important for business P to retain talent as well as appoint it. As Covid-19 had prevented the global
flow of talent into the domestic market, and with there being only 4 other businesses operating in the same
vertical, ensuring the business culture, benefits, salaries and work life balance were above and beyond the
competition was critical. To achieve this outcome, HR and internal Customers were engaged to ensure a complete
revision of indirect/critical labour. Internal stakeholders were met with and needs understood and values the deal
could capture. Suppliers were met with, analysed, supply chains, costs, values, and assets understood, the economic
conditions tracked, and recruiter values, costs and frustrations factored in. Investment in research and tools to
empower a successful negotiation were implemented.
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Internal Stakeholders
• Increased Budget for Critical appointments that contribute to direct revenue growth. Achieved in sync with
HR – Stakeholder Driver (Increased Revenue Growth + Quality Talent)
• Market Alignment - Improved communication between internal and external parties. Position Descriptions
to be designed in collaboration with Supplier A to optimise understanding of skills (how they are labelled
and what they mean). It was critical internal labels were in sync with market labels. Stakeholder Driver
(Project Delivery)
• Risk Reduction - All Recruitment processes for critical labour to take 1 week from start to finish from 1 st
interview. Interview process would be 3 phases with hiring decision being the P&L holder of a function.
Stakeholder Driver (Quality Talent + Project Delivery)
• Interview Process would involve technical questioning to ensure capability and experience. Independent
industry experts were commissioned to build this vetting capability Stakeholder Driver (Quality Talent +
Project Delivery)
• Brand Power - Candidate feedback would be clear and presented within 1 week of interview
Internal Talent Team
• Dedicated Internal Recruitment team to build internal recruitment capability reducing reliance on 3 rd party
engagement by minimum 80% - Stakeholder Driver – (Reduce Opex)
• Internal team cannot compete with engaged suppliers for 1 st 18 months - Stakeholder Value – (Build
Genuine Internal Capability, Future Revenue Generation)
• Single Strategic Focus - Initial focus on implementation of CRM software, database development, systems,
and processes – Stakeholder Value – (Reduce Opex, Improved Revenue)
• Risk – Internal Talent Team take all references for any hire across critical roles – Stakeholder Value
(Reduced Risk)
• Empowering capability - Internal Talent team will deliver compliance and reporting to HR. Enabling 3 rd
Parties to deliver core competence – Talent Sourcing and Management – Stakeholder Value (Compliance,
Reporting, Data Capture)
Human Resources
• Empowering Capability – Human Resources to focus on talent performance and retention within the
business. Stakeholder Value – (Attraction Power and Retention)
Supplier A (Contract)
• Supplier A is viewed as a supplier of Intangible Assets. As such, guarantees (refunds) were also factored in
relating to assets. Stakeholder Value (Increased Value)
• Exclusivity - Supplier A is the only recruitment firm awarded aggregate rights to supply to all of company P.
It was the only recruitment firm with broad based assets reducing supply volatility - Stakeholder Value
(Reduced Risk, Quality Talent, Revenue Risk)
• Speed - Supplier A has 1 week from receiving position description to deliver short list. There is no cap on
short list volume as data capture is key priority of Internal Talent Team Strategy. Stakeholder Value
(Internal Capability, Reduced Waste, Quality Talent)
• Commercial Terms are superior for roles identified as indirect/critical. – Stakeholder Value – (Reduced
Cost, Increased Margin, Revenue Generation)
• Empowering reward of Critical Assets - Rates Negotiated with Owner of Supplier A not passed on to the
recruitment team. (See Diagram 9) - Stakeholder Value – Reduced Revenue risk, Increased Margin,
Increased Revenue, Reduced Risk, Quality Talent)

Diagram 9 – Recruiter Reward Despite Terms

Recruitment Firms B & C
• Contract negotiated with owners of Supplier B & C for individual Recruiters Stakeholder Value – (Reduced
Risk, Open Market Supply, Quality Talent)
• Contract is dependent on Supplier B & C retention of selected recruiters – Stakeholder Value – (Supplier
Management, Reduced Risk, Flexibility, Agility)
• As with Supplier A, Commercials in play for Empowering Critical Assets – Stakeholder Value – (Price,
Margin, Delivery)
• No use of advertising or duplicated processes of Supplier A can be utilised by B & C – Stakeholder Value –
(Protect Brand, Enforce Synergy with A, Market Clarity, Drive Innovation)

Summary of Negotiation
The market is changing. As interest rates are low, Company P has strong cashflow. It’s share price is at a record high
allowing it to borrow more capital to invest re bond issuance without diluting shareholders via a capital raise. Low
interest rates and the ongoing threat of inflation has urged Company P to take advantage of cheap money and
invest sooner rather than later. The inflation threat will place a strain on the recruitment market across opex costs
and increase the cost of living for the recruiters within these firms. This could create a highly volatile environment
with insolvencies happening more frequently. As money today is going to be worth more than money tomorrow,
Company P understand that investment today is cheaper than investment tomorrow. Ensuring the supply base of
talent is critical for the 5-year plan to be realised. Company 4 is the market leader with over 35% market share.
Rumour has it that Company 3, 2nd largest operation with a market share of 30% may make a bid for Company 1,
who has a 5% share of the market. If this transaction takes place it will mean Company P will be 2 nd re market share
terms by default with 25% , yet still third in terms of market cap. Company P could make a bid for Company 1, but
as it already has a very strong R&D operation and very good reputation for quality re its range, it is not keen to go
through the disruption of integration.
Company P predicts the opportunity re this acquisition of Company 1 by Company 3 is the fall out of key supply
chain, marketing, and sales talent. Company P is confident that with the volatile economy, talent will be easily
approachable on M&A expectation alone as they seek to secure longer term job security. This is a key reason why
influencing HR to raise the bar on remuneration and benefits was valuable especially as Supplier A has deep
connections in both enterprises.
The direct negotiation was based on a simple fact. A change of values had to be associated with the negotiation.
Too much emphasis in the past was on the wrong incentives and values that did not aid the key outcome of
attracting, appointing, and retaining key talent to achieve business targets. The values were too aligned to Human
Resources and the CFO, which distorted the values to be captured.
This negotiation focussed on delivering across a broad range of stakeholders. Procurement had the challenging task
of not only delivering to the operational requirements of the stakeholders (internal and external) but also ensuring
key KPI’s and commercials were in play to facilitate the business's strategy. Procurements deep knowledge of
performance drivers within the recruitment firms enabled a two-tier approach to achieving value. Supplier A’s
assets were both valued and rewarded. The strong brand, links to Company 3 and 1, customer centric approach,
strong database, processes, and capable trained recruiters gave stakeholders confidence in Supplier A being able to
deliver at least a third of demand. Initiatives like improving communications, removing direct competition,
empowering favourable commissions benefits to the recruiters not synced to B2B terms could increase delivery to
50%+.
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For phase 2 of the negotiation, the category lead sourced the best recruiters in the market and secured commercial
arrangements with Suppliers B and C connected to individual recruiters who perform and not the businesses.
Contract terms between suppliers B and C are voided with Company P should selected recruiters leave. This ensured
key intangible assets were treated well and their value recognised to align them with Company P’s strategy. It also
enabled a lower price point with the Suppliers, yet recruiter commission was awarded at standard terms. In
addition, the flexible contract was now underwritten by operational relevance.
This commercial intent of the approach for all suppliers A, B and C was to motivate the intangible assets whilst
reaching a price point that pleased the business owners that was in sync with their businesses leverageable assets.
It was critical the business owners agreed to fund recruiter commission in full out of the margin obtained by agreed
discounted pricing.
Suppliers B and C were not selected as an exclusive supplier for one simple reason. Recruitment firms can only
control the supply of admin. Supplier A was awarded the contract for a different agenda. This agenda was to learn
from and to develop a best practice internal capability in the future for Company P. Suppliers B and C were not
models that Company P wanted to mirror due to operational flaws. This long-term vision allowed Company P to
partner with A for this indirect value, whilst ensuring a strong chance of supply in the short term (18 months). The
cost of the 18 month non-compete for internal talent ensured core focus on planning capability and ensuring
systems, data capture and processes were a priority and not diluted in efforts taken where no real capability
existed.
The real value of this negotiation is empowering functions and players to excel at their core offering and removing
perceived value to real value. Allowing recruiters to spend time tapping into the market to source the best talent
and not distracting them with hours of admin will be a competitive advantage for Company P. If competing
businesses insist on elongated delivery models to supply the talent at a compromised commercial gain, then
recruiters in the market will see Company A as a preferred customer to engage with. Human Resources can obtain
value via internal reporting and compliance from the internal talent team, who’s embryonic function is to learn as
much about supplier A as possible in the 18-month time frame so that genuine internal capability can be achieved.
Human Resources was a key stakeholder in ensuring Company A could position packages, training and benefits that
complement the efficient recruitment tactics that include stakeholders being accountable to making appointments
a priority, ensuring Company A not only gets line of sight of key talent, it also gets a chance to position 1 st offer.
The Deal is simple, the groundwork to get to the deal not so simple. Of course, in the real world there would be
more terms, guarantee’s, KPI’s and SLA’s that if Jigsaw attempted to cover, the report would turn into a book. What
we really want to position this month is the connection between category management and strategic negotiation.
The value of stepping away (zooming out), engaging and negotiating indirect conditions that enable the direct
negotiation to deliver greater value when zooming back in.

Commodity of the Month - Mineral Sands
The commodity complex is a vast one, yet most of us only get exposure to the commodities that are covered
by the mainstream media such as Iron Ore, Steel, Aluminium, Wheat and more recently the umbrella label that
is Rare Earths, which covers a vast range of highly important minerals which Jigsaw covered a few months ago.
This month Jigsaw would like to cover a commodity that is below the radar for most investors yet is critical for
the economy. Mineral Sands. Mineral sands are utilised in a broad array of consumer products that include
paint, paper, plastics, toothpaste, and ceramics. Like Copper, Oil and Steel, demand for mineral sands is
heavily synced to economic conditions. When we think of sand, we typically think of the grains we find on any
beach across Australia, which are mostly comprised of quartz. Mineral Sands differ from these grains. They are
sourced from old beach, river beds or dunes and have often labelled heavy as the minerals that make up these
sands are denser (4-5.5g/cm3) than quartz and feldspar (2.65g/cm3) which are found on a typical beach. These
minerals (THM) include Ilmenite, Zircon, Rutile, Monazite, Leucoxene, Magnetite, Chromite, Garnet,
Corundum, Topaz, Olivine and Titanium.
Below, Jigsaw have put together a table for typical uses of these minerals:
Mineral
Ilmenite
Zircon
Rutile
Monazite
Leucoxene
Magnetite
Chromite
Garnet
Corundum
Topaz
Olivine
Titanium

Typical Usage
Paints, Inks, Fabrics, Paper, Sunscreen, Food, Cosmetics
Refractory Materials (maintain strength, dimensions, chemical
resistance) – Implants, Ceramics, Glass, R&D Technologies, Alloys
Ceramics, Titanium Production, Foods, Plastics, Paper, Foods, High Tech
Alloys
Contains Helium, Important Ore for Thorium, Lanthanum and Cerium
Protective coatings, Pigments, Fillers, Titanium Production
Steel Production, Ammonia Production, Fertilisers, Water Purification,
Drug Delivery
Chrome Plating, Alloys, Pigments, Glazes, Oxidizing Agent
Blast Cleaning, Polishing, Filtration
Polishing, Grinding, Bearings Production, Electronics, Scratch Resistant
Material
Production of Fluorine, Ceramics, Glass Production, Material for
Refractories
Steel Purification, Refractory Material, Sand Casting
Aerospace, Medical, Rackets, Frames, Surgical Tools

Mineral sand demand should increase over the next decade, especially the minerals associated with
construction which are the titanium minerals ilmenite ($200/t), rutile ($1200/t) and zircon ($1300/t). The core
demand will come from the construction sector for paint, plastics, steel, glass, and tiles. Healthcare technology
will also be a core driver in mineral sand utility along with electronics. Of the minerals, Zircon will be the
mineral likely associated with a premium and miners with strong deposits that can be produced at low cost
should do extremely well.
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